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Alf IJ[PROVEJ) TABLE. 

I 
of the boiler, rests on top of the engine, and when filled 

The accompanying engraving represents an improved with water will add considerably to the weight. The truck 
table recently patented by Mr. J. C. Melcher, of Black Jack, wheels are 30 inches in diameter, and are of paper, with steel 
Springs, Fayette county, Texas. I tires, similar to those now being used so extensively under 

New InvenUOD •• 
Madame Claudine Ribod Weyer, of Lyons, France, bus 

patented an improvement in Annealing Glass, which consists 
in first burying the glass when cold in powdered stone, 
plaster, lime, tire clay, or any SUbstance capable of attaining 
the degree of beat necessary for the annealing operation 

This table is designed for general use, being equally I the Pullman sleeping cars, and on the Metropolitan Elevated 
well adapted to the parlor, dining room, office, to steam· : Railroad, New York. This engine, when in working order, 
boats, and to almost every other place 
where tables are used. Its novelty 
consists in featurCR of construction 
which. render it a very simple matter 
to either take it apart or put it to· 
gether. This is of importance in an 
article of furniture as bulky as a table, 
especially when the matters of shipping 
and storage are considereil. The legs 
cross each other at right angles, and 
upon them a hollow standard is placed, 
which is forked or slotted in two di· 
rections across the top for receiving the 
crosspieces, which cross each other at 
right angles and support the top. Be· 
low the crosspieces there is a shelf 
supported by brackets, which serves as 
a receptacle for ilmall articles and as a 
supporter of the c·rosspieces. Tbe 
brackets are fastened by an ingenious 
and simple arrangement of double 
wedges, and the top is secured by a 
long bolt that extends through the 
hollow standard and also through the 
legs. The construction of the table 
will be readily understood by reference 
to the sectional view in the foreground 
of the engraving. The long table at 
the right is a modification of the form 
just described, and is adapted to dining 
rooms, saloons, etc. The table is made 
without glue; the expense of manu· 
facture is said to be less than tbat of 
orilinary tables. For further particular� atldreRR the i nvelltor 
as above, 

.. . . .. 

Medals for Fairbanks' Scale". 

Fairbanks & Co. have on exhibition in their window, No. 
311 Broadway, the seven medals which they received at the 
Paris Exhibition, and which attract much attention from 
passers·by. They received five medals on Rcnles-two gold, 
two silver, and one bronze; a gold medal 011 the type 
writer, and a bronze medal on 08cillating pumps. They an· 
nounce that they were awarded more medals than any other 
exhibitor at any world's fair. A recent test in Russia of 
their scales resulted in detecting an attempt to swindle the 
Saviour's Cathedral of Moscow out of $2,500, in stating that 
a bell weighed 64,800 Ibs. , when it really weighed only 
59,562 Ibs. 

Who Invented the Torpedo Boat f 
To the..Editor of the Scientific A1IU!rican : 

I notice in a recent number of the SCIENTIFIC AMERI\JAN 
an engraving of a torpedo boat recently constructea by Cap. 
''lin Erics�on, of which he claims being 
toe invent.or. Some 17 years since I 
submitted to the Naval Department 
plnns for a torpedo boat, which I now 
Rend you for examination, and I think 
you will agree with me that there is 
great similarity between the two. 

I must for the present decline mak· 
ing public the interior arrangements of 
my boat, the manner of working the 
spar, etc., but from what I can learn, 
Captain Ericsson's plans vary but little 
from mine. 

RICHARD TEN EYe!:. 

IlELCHER'S TABLE, 

and then raising it to the required tern· 
perature. The object of the proces� i� 
to render articles of glass stronger and 
more capable of sustaining transitions 
of heat and cold. 

MI'. William J. Hamill, of St. Catha· 
rine's, Ontario, Canada, has inven\(·11 
a Trotting Sulky, in which the thillR 
are made with a bend or offset at a lit· 
tle distance from. their rear ends. The 
frame is formed by the combination of 
the bent thills, two crossbars, the E pat, 
the foot rests or stirrups, and the con 
necting braces. 

llr. Wm. H. Douty, of Shamokin, 
Pa. , has patellted a device for holding 
rolls of wrapping paper, so that the de· 
sired quantity may be drawn off the 
roll and torn from the sheet. 

An improved Pump Valve has bren 
patented by MI'. Eugene HawkeR, of 
S,\n Diego, Cal. This pump valve j" 
so constructed as to afford a direct and 
free passage to the water, to cloRe 
quickly and witll little shock or jar. 

Mr. James P. Boesen, of Hoboken, 
N. J. , has patented an improvement in 
that class of Line Fastenings used in 
connection with a line run from the win· 
dow of the house to a pulley fixed out 
side the house, and where the clothing 
is strung on the line and drawn out. hy 
means of the pulley connection. The 

will weigh 118,000 Ibs. The great weight and size of the 'I' object is to enable the clothing to be hung on the line within 
i}Oiler and the small driving wheels combined form a tre· the window, and thus avoid the danger and exposure of lean· 
mendous power, well suited to the work the engine has to I ing out of the window to get at the line. 
perform. The eight driving wheels are merely to distribute Mr. Parham B. Thaxton, of JerReyville, Ill . ,  has patented 
the weight, for if the weight resteil on but four, no track an improved Scraper for grading roads, lawns, etc. , and for 
ever laid could withstand the pressure. The weight is so other purposes that require soil to be moved short distanceR. 
great that the Westeru railroads, over which it must pass, It consists of a double scoop pivoted so that one or the ot.her 
would not permit it to go over tbeir bridges, so it had to be of its scraping edges is always in position for use. 
taken to pieces and carried over in section�. The Pittsburg Mr. Charles Bellenot, of Richmond, Va. , has patented an 
Telf'!lmph says t.hat it passed over all the bridges of the improved Sign for (,he class of street lamps which have se· 
Pennsylvania road without being dismantled, parale name plates or signs (bearing the names of the street.s 

--- -- -_ ...... , ... .... , ..... _-. on which the lamps are locatrd) attached thereto. 
Catching Cod with Net.. Mr. Alphonse Bodart, of Huy, Belgium, has patented an 

Professor Baird has made certain modifications on the Nor· improved Pipe Joint and Coupling, which consists in pack· 
wegian nets introduced by the United States Fish Commis· ing the joint with a leaden ring having an inner circumf!'r· 
sion at ·G1oucester. The latter having meshes proving too ential bead interposed between the two adjacent endR of the 
small for the purpose, Professor Baird is adopting the lake pipes, and securely packed and held in position by two ex· 
gill nets, with meshes 10 and 12 inch extension measurement, ternal rings having an internal contour that permits the 
made of rather fine twine. At the first trial with the im· leaden ring to be wedged between it and the pipe, and se· 
proved net, over 1,000 Ibs. pf cod were landed. This is the curillg the whole together by a hoop encircling the two iron 
first capture of cod mad\J with nets, as far as is known, on ring�, and a filling of cement on each side of the coupling. 

An improved Revel'�ible Melting 
Furnace has been patented by Mr. AI· 
bert Piat, of Paris, France. This is 
an improvement in portable and oRcil· 
lating furnaces for melting metals, 
glass, etc. The crucibles are protected 
against injury from sudden changes of 
temperature, and the furnace may be 
handled with great easp. The furnace 
has a melting pot that is supported in 
an inclosing wall having detachable 
base portion and covers with air supply 
and exit holes. 

Mr. Davenport Rogers, of Galion, 
Ohio, has patented an improved Appa· 
ratus for Separating Refined Petroleum 
into oils of different grades and fire 
tests. The object of the invention is 
to obtain from ordinary kerosene or 
refined petroleum a burning oil of less 
volatility, and which 8hall consequent· 
Iy give a higher flash or fire test. 

New York, December 20, 1878. 

[NOTE. -The accompanying engrav· 
ings were made from the plans to 
which our correspondent refers as hav
ing been submitted by him to the Naval 
Department as long ago as 1861. A 
close similarity to the invent.ion, of 
Captain Ericsson, illustrated in these 
columns not long ago, is certainly 
observable; but whether the details in 
construction are alike or not we are 
unable to determine, as neither of the 
claimants to the invention seems in· 
c1ined to make public the secrets of the 
internal arrangement of his craft. 
ED. ] 

fill. 1 
Mr. Joshua Davies, of Muskegon, 

Mich., has devised an improved Hose 

...... 
'('he Larce8& Locomotive En!ll;lne. 

Coupling, which consists in malving a 
dovetail connection between the two 
parts and fastening them together by 
means of a flat spring working in a 
socket. 

An improved Ruler for ruling paral· 
leI lineR tor section lining, and for va· 
rious other purposes, has been patented 
by George Cousins, of Oswego, N. 1. 
It is simple and accurate. 

The largest and most powerful loco· 
motive engine ever built in this country, 
probably in the world, recently went 
West for service on a long and heavy TEN EyerS TORPEDO BOAT. M. Eugene Durand, of Paris, France, 

has invented an improved Machine for 
Cutting or Chopping Tobacco Leaf to make what is known as 
.. pica dura," such as is used in Spain, Havana, and in South 
America; also for cutting or chopping up herbs or medicinal 
plants designed to be used in the manufacture of chemical 
cigarettes or to be prepared for distilling purposes. 

grade on the Rocky Mountain section 
of the Southern Pacific Railroad. It Is a 10 wheeel tank the coast of North America. Fishermen are, of course, very 
engine of consolidated pattern, having 8 driving wheels and much interest.ed, and have expressed their intention of hav· 
a pony (2 wheel) truck. The cylinders measure 20 by 26 ing gangs of nets. There is no doubt that American inge. 
inches, and the driving wheels are but 42 inches diameter. nuity will very much improve on the Norwegian processes. 
The boiler is enormous, being straight, 58 inches diameter. In certain 10calitieR, by netting the fish, much larger hauls 
It has 21 3 tubes, each over 11 feet long. The fire box is can be made, and the slower anrl more dangerous process of 
about 10 feet long. A water ta!lk, almost the entire length trawling can he done away with. 
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An improved Addreflsing Machine has been patented by 
Mr, John Piner, of Bonham, Texa�. This invention is ill 
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tended to furnish for newspaper offices, and business pur
poses in general, an addressing machine of exceedingly sim
ple construction. 
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BOTARY LDT P1JJ[p. power, and the total distance between the extreme lights is 
Messrs. Henry Bamford & Sons, Uttoxeter, England, have 1,170 yards. The lamps are distributed so that there are ten 

introduced to public notice a new and improved rotary lift between Westminster and Charing Cross Bridges, oll.e under 
.. , • , • and force pump, for which they claim several features of im- this bridge, and nine from this point to Waterloo. The 

SATURATOR AND REGULATOR OF KEKARSKrS COK· portance. The engraving shows the general outline of the I lamps in the latter series are placed somewhat more closely 
PRESSED AIR KOTOR. pump, which is strongly made and compact in all its parts. I together than those on the western side of Oharing Cross 

Many attempts have been made at locomotion by com- Brid�. 
pressed air; but serious difficulties are encountered. Air Circuit No.1 supplies the four lamps which extend from 
absorbs heat or "produces cold," just in proportion as it Waterloo Bridge to the Cleopatra Needle, and one on the 
produces work by its being used in a compressed state west side of it. Circuit No.2 provides for the remaining 
through a motor. This absorption of heat has many incon- three lamps, east of Charing Cross Bridge, one under that 
veniences. From a dynamic point of view, there is a con- bridge, and one on the west side of it. The other ten are 
sideraule difference between the foot-pounds of work which connected with circuits 3 and 4. The wires from the ma-
the same amount of compressed air can furnish, according chine are led underneath the road through a drain pipe into 
as the work is got out at a copstant temperature or without the Embankment subway. This pipe is 4 inches in diameter, 
addition of heat. From a physical point of view, the cool- and contains all the eight wires forming the four circuits. 
ing causes the freezing of the water contained in the air, 011 reaching the subway the wires are taken right and left, 
and of the ailE and greases employed in the machine, and and are attached to boards fastened to the side of the sub-
forms of the two a sort of mastic which prevents proper ope· way. Where each lamp occurs the wires are led up through 
ration of the working parts. the tubing let into the granite pedestal and so to the lamp. 

All the means hitherto employed to combat these incon- Each globe contains four candles , so as to secure a light for 
veniences have been so inefficacious that inventors had six hours. Circumstances rendered it necessary to place the 
almost given up the idea, and, in consequence, the duty ob- commutator at the top of the lamp instead of near the base, 
tainable from compressed air machines remained very low. a very awkward arrangement, since the attendant has now 
In the Mckarski system, which is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, to mount a ladder to shunt the current, instead of doing so 
these inconveniences are avoided by admitting to the driving from the ground. The average distance apart of the light is 
cylinders air saturated with steam at a high temperature. 45 yards, but the s pacing is irregular, the maximum dis-
This mixture is obtained by causing the air to pass, in the tance being 120 yards between the lamp under Charing Cross 
form of fine bubbles, through a column of hot water, inclosed Bridge and the adjacent one to it on the western side. The 
in a receptacle at a temperature of about 150' to 1600 C. at corresponding lamp on the eastern side is 115 yards away. 
the commencement, and of which the volume is so calculated The Holborn Viaduct is illuminated by sixteen Jabloch-
with respect to that of the air that the proportions of the koff candles, and are supplied from similar Gramme ma-
mixture rest constant during the period of work. The pro- chines driven by a 20 horse power engine furnished by 
portion of vapor varies between! and!. These conditions Messrs. Robey & Co. The machinery is placed in a wooden 
are easily realized; as, during the period of expenditure, the shed erected near the bridge. The wires are laid in pipes 
pressure of the air in the reservoir diminishes, as does also from the shed to the subway, and thence conducted to the 
the temperature of the water; and, in consequence, the ten- lights. The commutators are here fixed near the ground 
sian of its vapor diminishes in the saturating apparatus. level, a much more convenient arrangement. 

Fig. 1 shows part of this apparatus as applied to the plat- The general effect produced by these lights both at the 
form of a locomotive driven by compressed air. It is with- Viaduct and on the Embankment is, of course, extremely 
out fireuox, and is filled with hot water while the air reser- pleasing, and the contrast to the gas lamp very great. At 
voirs are being charged. After its force is spent the tempera- the former place the conditions approximate to those on the 
ture is brought up again by an injection of steam. Coming Avenue de rOpera, in Paris, a wide street being illuminated 
from this reservoir, the gaseous mixture passes through the by lamps on each side, while a good deal of reflected light 
regulator, shown in Fig. 2. There is an orifice controlled by is thrown from the adjacent houses. On the Embankment, 
a conical valve, so arranged that it closes by the pressure of however, the case is different. .Here we have a single line of 
air in the reheater, and opens only when there is an opposite lamps with a great void of darkness on either side, on the 
pressure put against it. This pressure can be produced by one hand the river and on the other the width of the Em-
s flywheel connected with the piston of a small hydraulic ban}!:ment. Much of the available light is, therefore, lost, 
press with air spring. The pressure is transmitted to the and all that radiated from the upper portion of .the globes is 
conical valve by a rubber diaphragm separating the two parts distributed skywards, as' is visible by the glow with which 
of the apparatus. The amount of flow being once deter- j the air is filled for a considerable height above the ground, 
mined, equiliurium will establish itself, when the pressures I and more clearly by the bright illumination of the underside 

I ROTARY r.m l'UKP. are the same above and below the diaphragm. Now the I 
I of the bridge. Probably when some alteration in this respect 

pressure ahove is that of the air spring of the hydraulic press; The makers state that it has a very powerful and smooth: has been made, a considerable improvement will be obtained. 
I action, much more so than in any of the ordinary rotary ! Meantime the result can hardly be considered as highly 
I pumps. Its specialty consists in a slow upward stroke and �atisfac

.
tory, �ore �specially as an irregularity �r pulsation 

I quick downward movement, thus equalizing the work. It 1
10 the lIght gIven, IS too often n?ticeable. Posslbly .this de-

has double bearings, and is adapted both for hand and steam I fect may be overcome shortly, S10ce at present the 1Ostalla
power, to be used either for shallow or deep wells, or as a • tion has scarcely passed out of the experimental stage. That 
force pump. The position of the pump head is reversible, 
so that it may be worked on any side by hand or steam power 
to a depth of 25 feet. The head is arraDged to form an air 
chamber. It is fitted with heavy flywheel, wrought iron 
crank and turned rod, brass stuffing box, draw-off tap, and 
retaining valve, screwed for iron tube. The barrels vary in 
diameter from 3 to 4 inches, and can be had with or without 
copper linings. 

.. ... . 
Tbe Electric LIgbt In London. 

The first experiment of public lighting in London by 
means of electricity, commenced a shorttime ago at Billings
gate Market, has now received a very important extension 
on the Thames Embankment and the Holborn Viaduct. Be
tween Westminster and Waterloo Bridges twenty Jabloch
koff candles illuminate the Embankment and the river with 
a novel brilliancy, and turn the gas lamps-which perforce 
are kept burning-very yellow with their pure white bril
liancy. On the west side of Charing Oross Railway 
Bridge, upon the Embankment, and about 50 yards from the 
river wall, a wooden shed has been erected containing the 
motive power and the machine. The former is supplied 
with one of Messrs. Ransomes, Sims & Head's semi-porta
ble engines of 20 horse power nominal. This engine, which 
is an excellent example of workmanship, has two 10 inch 
cylinders of 13 inches stroke, and has 360 feet of heating 
surface. This engine is provided with a very sensitive auto
matic governor, and having a large margin of power beyond 
what is required for driving the machines now installed, is 
extremely well adapted for its purpose. It will, in fact, in
dicate from 60 to 70 horse power. At present it is worked 
with a steam pressure of 62 lbs., and at a speed of 140 revo
lutions. From the pulley on the engine a belt transmits 
power to an iBtermediate sha ft mounted on a timber framing, 
and carrying, besides the pillley for the engine belt, two 

[ 

others, from one of which the Gramme continuous current 
-REG"'" a TO" IlEKARSKI COMPRESSED AIR LOCO-FJg. 1. SATURATOR, 1IE�0�

. 
COKPB.EBSED AIRI L()C()o machine is driven, and from the other the Gramme dividing Fig. 2. VoUA ..., MOTIVE. machine. The speed at which the first machine is driven is I . ,  . 

and that below is that of the supply of the gaseous mixture. 650 revolutions, while the dividing machine has a velocity i it must be overcome 18 certa1O . b�fore t�e hght can b� re
This last will thus remain automatically constant as long as I of 700 revolutions. The current from this machine is di- I garded as a success, and that thIS IS pOSSible appears eVIdent 
the air spring is kept at the same tension; and is thuFi varied vided into four circuits of five lights each, and the length 

I 
from the good results obtained in �any �laces. 

at the will of the driver, who can compreSll the air spring' of circuit is the greatest yet successfully reached, the
, 

'Yhen �hjs has been s�tlsfactonly adJus�ed, the.re will .re
more or less by means of the flywheel. I furthest li�ht being about 700 yards from the source of I main the Important questIOn of cost, and thIS questIOn, which 
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